HAWK
MASTER PANEL

Hawk Integrated, Intelligent Boiler Control System
Hawk Master Panel

A powerful electronic integrator supplying system control, boiler sequencing and flexible communications in one user-friendly package.

Features:

- Local or remote wall mounted panel
- Advanced Lead/Lag or Unison Control of up to (8) boilers
- Reduces cycling due to system load management
- Warm up sequencing for hot standby (hot water boilers only)
- Interfacing with C-B Hawk controlled boilers or other boiler systems
- With a protocol translator, will interface with existing building management systems
- View and input configurable parameters
- Crisp color graphics enhance viewing ease
- View the process data and alarms on independent screens dedicated to each connected Hawk compatible boiler system
- Automatic configurable rotations schedules based on days

The ultimate in high performance and reliability can be easily expanded to accommodate these value added options:

- LAN/WAN interfacing allows remote monitoring at a given site or from a control room across the world
- Custom programming to accommodate customers’ needs
- Custom control strategies
- Custom hot water boiler applications including primary pump and isolation valve control
- Additional analog and digital input monitoring
- Ancillary equipment monitoring